
 Product Detail: 

Model name: Infrared hair straighterner brush F998BA
Specialty: Far infrared ray
MOQ: 1-100,000 pcs
Teeth type: All plastic teeth, all metal teeth or half plastic and half

metal
Handle type: Fixed handle
Auto shut off 60 minutes auto shut off
Wire label: Customized
Technical label: Customized
Package: Magnetic gift box
Main markets: Western Europe, North America, Asia
Warranty PTC for 2 years
Factory size 8500 square meters

 

Catalogue of F998BA:
F998BA is a popular hair straighting brush.The most important specialty is  the infrared ray.Not only comb the
hair, but curl your hair and care your health.

F998BA in injection white colors:
Besides the injection black color, a lot of clents are also fond of injection white, just like the below picture. It is
classic and never out of trends.
Whatever color you like, we can customized as your demands.

  
Gift box of F998BA:
Here is the double box for professional hot hair straightener brush. More safety and reduce the damage when
delivery.
Besides, FBT can offer other type of package such as simple box, PVC window box and magnetic box. No matter
what kinds of gift box ,FBT can design for you.  
 
  

Marketing selling points of F998BA:
FAR INFRARED RAY: generates negative ions that lock in natural moisture, protect your hair cuticles while
adding a silky shine to hair. 
FAST HEAT UP: 30 seconds fast heats up, allows you to straight hair within minutes with hair straightening
brush.
4 TEMPERATURE LEVELS: 4 kinds temperature levels(150C-210C) to suit different types of hair.
ANTI-SCALD COMB TEETH: The anti-scald comb teeth heat up to the perfect temperature in just 30 seconds for
super-fast straightening and heating that won't damage your hair.
AUTO SHUT OFF: The hair straightening brush will auto shut-down after 60 minutes for protection.

Packaging & Delivery:
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Packaging Details: * Double gift box
* Size of GB: 37x10x5.3cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton:58X40.5X25cm
* G.W:20.00kgs
* N.W:14.50kgs
* 1X20GP=19800pcs
* 1x40GP=20800PCS

Delivery Methods By sea or By express

How to use:
1. Please keep hair dry and neatly groomed before using. Insert the plug into proper the socket.
2. Before turn on the power, setting the temperature, waiting heated to the desired temperature to do perm.
3. You begin to choose the highest temperature, then reduce the temperature level according to different  hair
type. 
    Because select a lower temperature to make a hair styling may take more time.
4. Do not be chosen too much hair once when straighting the hair, the effect will be most obvious.  
5. In the process of using, one hand pulls hair end and comb with straighter. 
6. It will be turned off by an hour automatically, turn it on when you use against. 
7. If you want to make straight hair more lasting effect, please work with stereotypes hair lotions and softeners. 

   

You may also be interested in:
FBT is the professional hair straighting brush manufacturer in China. Here is our other hot roll brush for styling
and straightening ESC-8315, we provide different size of barrel for your choice.
Suitable for professional salon use or home use.
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